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Abstract—Lighting, heating, and air conditioning systems areinstances of how electricity use at buildings is of key importancefor occupants comfort and well-being. Since the electricity can beproduced but cannot be stored, for utility companies it isimportant to reliably forecast energy supply almost in near real-time. Nowadays, smart grid technologies development alsorequire a high resolution forecasting to eliminate blackouts andto optimally adapt energy supply to customers’ needs. These arethe reasons why the finest Machine Learning and Data Sciencebased methods have been developed and applied to approach asmuch accurate as possible predictive models for short-termelectricity consumption. This paper proposes to enhance thosepredictive models by using weather and calendar information toconfigure a more complete working database. In addition, acluster-based forecasting methodology will augment anypredictive model with learning from other buildings. Thus,predicting future values for one smart meter is approached byutilising not only its own historical electricity consumptionvalues, but working with a multivariate time series on weatherand calendar data and information from other buildings at thesame cluster. This proposal has been tested with measures fromsmart meters collected every 30 minutes during one year for 5selected buildings in Bristol (UK). The enhancing methodologycan predict electricity consumption data with higher accuracythan using data from just one building.
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I. INTRODUCTIONAccording to the US Energy Information Administration,the Building Sector consumes nearly half (47.6%) of allenergy produced in the US and up to 75% of all the electricityproduced in the country is used just to operate buildings. Thisfigure is near 50% in Brazil and reaches 90% in the UK. Thisreveals the high importance of electricity both for the energysector and the built environment. Buildings use electricity forlighting, heating, cooling, and for operating appliances andcomputers. So, electricity is essential for building occupantscomfort and well-being where people spend nowadays 80-90% of the time [1]. Having high precision measures andaccurate forecasts of domestic electricity consumption isessential for an optimal management of this resource by theside of the authorities and supply companies. In addition,smart grids will play an important role in future cities as they
are supply energy networks with associated digitalcommunications technology to detect and react to localchanges in usage. Smart buildings connected to smart gridscan significantly contribute to the objective of “zero carbon”for the built environment as the technology makes nowpossible to collect and use intermittent renewable additionalenergies for buildings [2]. Smart grids optimally work coupledwith the so-called smart meters; electronic devices that recordconsumption of electric energy in intervals of an hour or lessand communicates that information (at least daily) back to theutility for monitoring and billing. The European Union aims toreplace at least 80% of electricity meters with smart meters by2020 wherever it is cost-effective to do so. Only in GreatBritain more than 8.6 million of smart and advanced metersoperate across homes and small business
Data science combines different fields of work in statisticsand computing science in order to interpret data for thepurpose of decision making. Data Science models can beunderstood as data-driven models relying upon the presence ofa considerable amount of data that is used to build models forcomplementing or replacing physically based models. Amongothers, machine learning methods (statistical techniques toprovide computers the ability to "learn" from data withoutbeing explicitly programmed) represent the basis of furtherdata-driven models development. Data science has played akey role on analysing energy use [3,4], and specificallyelectricity [5], during the last years. These works show howBig Data techniques and Machine Learning methodsoutperform traditional data analysis methods on accuracy,computational efficiency and costs. Still more, this newframework becomes nowadays a must for the smart energymanagement given the huge quantity of data available, hardlymanaged by more classical approaches. Data Science tools arealso essential to meet challenges related to the current andfuture need of having near real-time response for theelectricity consumption at buildings embedded into smart gridsystems.
This paper aims at improve the way to approach predictivemodels for electricity consumption in smart buildings. Theproposal is made up of two parts. First, the historic time seriesof electricity consumption database is augmented by addingweather and calendar information. This is important as it is
well known how external weather conditions directly impactin the electricity demand [6]. For instance, the use of airconditioning systems in warmer periods of the year. Calendarvariables are also of main importance. Weekends, bankholidays, and other events affecting occupancy periods have ahuge influence in electricity use and demand level or if there isconsumption at all. There also be considered calendar datesbefore and after any specific holiday as the electricity use (e.g.use of home appliances for cooking or cleaning) might vary inthe occupants preparation for special days. This happens in thecase of occupants receive guests and also in the case of theyare spending days out.
The second part proposed by this paper is to increase thedatabase corresponding to a single building with informationof other buildings of similar electricity consumption. This ismade first by computing distances or similarities betweenwhole time series of historical electricity demand. A clusteranalysis based on these distances provides groups of buildingsof similar characteristics. Thus, any consequent predictivemodel will be enhanced by using a clustering-based approach.The main advantage to work this way is to get more robustand accurate models as we use more information. In addition,this will save the further burden of computations associated tocompute predictive models for each single smart meter whenhaving a big number of homes to deal with. The challenge isto how optimally plug the information of time series databelonging to the same cluster into a common predictivesystem. Electricity consumption data collected every half hourfrom 7 smart meters placed at 5 selected buildings in Bristol(UK) is used to test the benefits of the proposed procedure.
II. MINING TIME SERIES DATABASESThis section briefly introduces indexing time seriesmethods and how them are used for clustering (andclassification of) time series databases. These techniques arepart of a more general subject known as time series datamining [7].
A. Indexing time seriesA time series is a set of observations, each one beingrecorded at a specific time. Indexing time series strategiestransform the original data into index sequences. The aim is touse a reduced dimensionality representation (dimensionality ofa series is related to time, and it can be understood as thelength of the series) that contains most of the originalinformation. This is useful for analysing smart meter data asthose often come associated with long time series streams thatrequire computationally efficient methods for near real-timeresponse. Among the main time series representationsproposed in the literature highlight Discrete Fourier Transform[8], Discrete Wavelet Transform [9], Piecewise AggregateApproximation (PAA) [10], and Symbolic AggregateapproXimation (SAX) [11]. Over them, only SAX achieves atriple objective: dimensionality reduction, symbolicdiscretization, and the creation of lower bounding distancemeasures (e.g. Euclidean distance, Dynamic Time Warping).This distance is essential for further classification andclustering of whole time series.
SAX is a time series indexing process that divides the timeseries data into equally sized segments. This process mainlyconsists of time series indexing process using a variation ofthe PAA methods segment partition. SAX classifies PAAsegments by alphabet symbols of a dictionary (e.g. {a,b,c,d}),to codify how far their mean is from the general mean of thetime series. One of the key advantages using SAX is thedimensionality reduction of long time series which becomeinto the so-called SAX words. That is, sequences of alphabetsymbols (typically letters from a dictionary) whichconcatenate forming a SAX word. SAX introduces newmetrics for measuring distance between strings by extendingEuclidean and PAA distances. Some antecedents of thisproposal can be found in literature. It is worthy mentioning thework of Bach et al., 2013 [12 ] where the authors appliedindexable SAX (iSAX) for big data techniques development toanalyse power grid time series. iSAX is a modification of theclassical SAX through a multi-resolution data structuredesigned for (massive size) time series indexing and mining[13].
B. Clustering time series databasesCluster analysis or clustering [14] is the task of grouping aset of items such that items in the same group (cluster) aremore similar to each other than to those belonging to othergroups. A clustering method attempts, then, to group theobjects based on the definition of similarity (proximity)supplied to it. Cluster analysis plays an important role in manyfields and can be used both for preliminary and descriptivedata analysis and unsupervised classification, and forsummarising common features of groups of elements, likeidentification of centroids or baricenters. For instance,Imanishi et al., 2017 [15] use the well known k-meansalgorithm applied to time series decomposition of powerdemand data to extract uncertain features.
Whole time series clustering is a type of clusteringalgorithm for handling dynamic data. As mentioned above, themost important element to consider is the (dis)similarity ordistance measure between time series [16]. In many cases,algorithms developed for whole time series clustering takemain characteristics of the static clustering algorithms. Thenthe process continues by modifying the similarity definition toan appropriate one or by applying a transformation to theseries so that static features are obtained [17]. Therefore, theunderlying basis for time-series clustering procedures remainsapproximately the same than those for clustering generalitems. The most common approaches are hierarchical andpartitional clustering [16]. A different approach is to use eachrow time series data as elements to directly apply clustering.In this case, it is recommended a previous dimensionalityreduction of the time series length to handle more suitabledata. This is the approach used in this paper after a SAXdimensionality reduction of each of the time series to estimatethe distances among them.
III. MINING TIME SERIES DATABASESThis paper proposes a methodology to enhance predictivemodels for electricity consumption in smart buildings. Themain novelty is to present a predictive model based on historic
values, weather and calendar information, which is also basedon time series belonging to the same cluster.
A. Time series forecastingThe main aim of time series modelling is to collect andstudy the past observations of a time series to develop anappropriate model which describes the inherent structure ofthe series. These models will also allow to predict future timeseries response. Time series forecasting is widely studied innumerous practical subjects such as Economics [18], Science[19] and Engineering [20 ]. Over the years, researchers havefocused their efforts on developing efficient models toimprove the forecasting accuracy.
There is a plethora of predictive methods which provide asuitable output in terms of accuracy and computationalefficiency in their implementation. Among them, the classicalmethodology on autoregressive integrated moving average(ARIMA) and the artificial neural networks (ANNs) stand outas widely used predictive models for time series.
 ARIMA: ARIMA models are based on a linearregression that takes into account the time dependencyof the process [21]. They are composed by a number ofwell defined elements. There is an autoregressive (AR)part from which the evolving variable of interest isregressed on its own historical values. There is also amoving average (MA) part that is a linear combinationof error terms both occurred at present time and atvarious times in the past (lags). The series can be"integrated" (the data values are replaced with thedifference between their values and previous values) toreach a constant mean of the process. This is one of theassumptions for time series stationarity and it isnecessary to validate the ARIMA model. The modelcan count on Stational features (SARIMA) and/or witheXogenous regressor variables (ARIMAX). Thepurpose of each of these features is to make the modelfit the data as good as possible.
 ANNs: An ANN is an interconnected group of artificialneurons. Each neuron executes a non-linearcomputation based on the input values and the resultingvalue is fed to other neurons [22]. Neurons are usuallyarranged as a series of interconnected layers. Based onthe data presented to the network, an algorithm (usuallybackpropagation) is used to iteratively adjust theneuron connection weights in such a way that thepredictive performance of the network is improved.The most common ANN network is the feed-forwardnetwork, which uses the backpropagation algorithm fortraining. Obtaining this type of network is an iterativeprocess in which each sample case is presented severaltimes to the input neurons of the ANN. Usually, atypical three-layer feed-forward model is used forforecasting purposes. Hidden nodes with appropriatenonlinear transfer functions are used to process theinformation received by the input nodes, eachassociated with one of the predictors.
B. Cluster-based whole time series forecastingThis paper starts with a time series dimensionalityreduction based on SAX. Then, a clustering algorithm forwhole time series is approached as distance measure betweenthe time series. This serves as basis to further apply anypartitional clustering method as k-means [11]. The choice ofboth the previous indexing step and the partitional clustering(instead of the hierarchical option) have been taken byscalability reasons. Time-series clusters has the advantage tofind groups of data streams with similar response. The numberof operations for approaching predictive models is reduced ifthere is proposed one model per cluster and not per single timeseries. In addition, it can automatically presents a enhancedpredictive process as single time series can learn from themost similar elements in the cluster (Figure 1).
Fig. 1: Overall procedure for the proposed predictive modelsenhancement
Figure 1 shows an scheme of the proposed process. Thiscan be summarised in the following steps: preprocessingsingle time series (by approaching a dimensionality reductionprocess and computing the distance between time series),clustering whole time series, augment database informationwith exogenous time series (calendar and weather), and decideif we focus on enhancing a single time series forecasting, as itis described above, or we propose one single predictive modelper cluster (useful for the case of having a large number ofclusters).
IV. RESULTS ON SMART METERS FROM SELECTED BUILDINGSElectricity consumption data collected every half hourfrom smart meters placed at 5 selected buildings in Bristol(UK) will test this paper proposal. The measures were takenduring one year: 00h30m 1st January 2013 to 00h00m 1stJanuary 2014, that is 17,520 values in total per single timeseries. In total, there are 7 smart meters within the 5 buildings:3 in Building 1 {B1a, B1b, B1c}, and 1 in the rest of buildings:Building 2 - Building 5 {B2, B3, B4, B5}. After applying SAXbased distance the 7 smart meters can be grouped in 3 clusters:C1 = {B1a, B1c}, C2 = {B1b, B2, B3}, C3 = {B4, B5}.
In order to test this paper proposal, we compare the resultsobtained from using a single ANN for each building and theresults coming from the enhanced ANN forecasting. Forinstance, working on Building B4 the enhanced ANNencompasses weather and data information plus the measuresof electricity consumption recorded at Building B5 (sameclustering). The number of hidden layer nodes remains the
same (5 nodes after tuning parameters) to propose ameaningful comparison. Still, size of training and test datasets,learning rate, and maximum number of iterations are also thesame both for enhanced and single ANN. The resultspredicting electricity demand for every half hour during aweek (336 values) confirm we gain accuracy, in the sense ofthe mean squared error (MSE), by using the enhanced ANN(MSE = 0.0055) with respect to the single ANN (MSE =0.0078). Figure 2 shows that the predictions made by theenhanced ANN are (in general) more concentrated around theline y = x in the plot observed vs predictions (a perfectalignment with the line would indicate a MSE of 0 and thus anideal perfect prediction) than those made by the single ANN.
Fig. 2: Plot of electricity demand observed vs predicted for the enhancedANN (left side, red) and the single ANN (right side, blue).
Figure 2 also shows how the enhanced ANN providesbetter results for lower values of the observed electricitydemand. These good results come again for higher values ofelectricity where the single ANN has a greater tendency tounderestimate the electricity demand than the predictionsmade by the enhanced ANN.
V. CONCLUSIONSThis paper proposes a novel framework for enhancingpredictive models for short-term forecasting electricityconsumption in smart buildings. Augmenting a single timeseries data with exogenous information provides a moreaccurate (multivariate) model at any case. For instance, addingextra weather and calendar information it is beneficial for anyelectricity consumption model in smart buildings. In addition,having a time series database is even possible to approach aclustering process of whole time series gaining further insightfor modelling and forecasting. The advantages are thefollowing:
 Imputation of time series values in case of smartsensors failures. Time series belonging to the sameclustering support tackling this process in near real-time.
 Detecting correlation between time-series. This aid tounderstand electricity use for different buildings andoccupants characteristics.
 Combining clustering and function approximation percluster. This finds new time series patterns in addition toease handling big size databases.
 Pattern discovery: to discover the interesting patterns indatabases. For instance different patterns of electricityconsumption under similar weather and calendarconditions can be discovered.
Further work come from considering clustering within thetime series in addition to the whole time series groups . Thiswill benefit of better anomaly detection to provide suitableadaptation to near real-time challenges. Exploring variationsfor training ANN models and different architectures, includingthose representing deep learning, are also avenues of furtherresearch.
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